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My English is very poor.
Most of my talk will be given by Japanese



Today, I would like to
give a brief review 
of the so-called
Ace Model  in 1964 



Maybe, you know this article published in the same year



"Quark model"                   "Ace model" 
by  M. Gell-mann            by G. Zweig 
was published                  appeared
in Physics Letters            as CERN preprint
at January 1964.              at January 1964.

Both models are essentially same 

from the  point of view of"physics".

However, the motivations are different.



Mathematics:  SU(3) symmetry
--- a brief review for beginners ---

Gell-Mann has published many papers on the basis

of group theoretical study prior to his Quark Model  

Therefore, first, I would like to give a review of SU(3) 

(not Physics, but Mathematics)



Special Unitary Group: SU(3)

* Higher 

representations
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*  Fundamental representation
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How to get higher dimensions
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Physics:  SU(3)-flavor symmetry

☆ We know that   I and Y  
of mesons  and baryons
are assigned  as the right:

Therefore, we conclude
hadrons are composed
of (u, d, s):  
SU(3) -flavor symmetry
☆ "flavor" in contrast 

to "color"
☆ Don't confuse "flavor"

and "family“:  LFV Discovery of Omega: 1964



Gell-Mann's Quark Model



Zweig's Motive for the Ace Model

• φ(1020)  m = 1019.460 ± 0.016 MeV

OZI rule (Okubo-Zweig-Izuka rule)

This cannot understand from the conventional theory!



Response from the physics community 
of those days

G. Zweig,  "Origin of the quark model"           CAIT-68-805

Invited talk, Baryon 1980 Conference



How about Sakata modelHow about Sakata model
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Quark-Ace Model
1964

☆ Sakata Model (1956)
"Sakatons"

☆ Ikeda-Ogawa-Onuki
U(3) model: PTP (1959), (1960)
☆ Why did he not reach
to quark-ace model?
☆ They considered that
the fundamental entities
really exist. 



The Nobel Prize in Physics 
1969

• "for his contributions and discoveries 
concerning the classification of elementary 
particles and their interactions"
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Thank for your patient attention


